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Benito Mussolini in 1917, as a soldier in World War I.
In 1914, Mussolini founded the Fasci d’Azione
Rivoluzionaria that he led. Via Wikipedia
The Anatomy of Fascism,
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By Charalampos Minasidis
When people think about fascism, two men
come to mind: Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini.
However, as Robert Paxton shows in The
Anatomy of Fascism, fascism was a practice
that extended far beyond these two leaders. This
is an original approach, as the majority of
scholars focus on fascism as an ideology.
Paxton instead examines fascism’s variations
and focuses on fascists’ actions and he
compares them with other successful or
unsuccessful versions of fascism. Paxton
argues that fascism can be understood only
through an examination at the local level. He
builds his argument in stages by studying how
these movements were created, how they were
rooted in the political system, how they seized
and exercised power, and if they incorporated
into the existing system.
Paxton argues that fascism is not like other political movements. It is not supported by
any coherent philosophical system, but is a product of mass politics invented only after
the introduction of universal suffrage, the spread of nationalism, and the entry of
socialist parties into coalition governments. Coalition politics disenchanted many
workers and intellectuals, while many politicians did not have the skills mass politics
required. After the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, the foundation of an anti-leftist
movement that could adopt elements of the Left’s mass organization was necessary.
The aftermath of the First World War and, later on, the Great Depression, were critical for
fascism’s spread.
As it was not based in any political program,
fascism used rituals and ceremonies to appeal
to emotions. Paxton demonstrates that
fascists were preoccupied with community
decline and victimhood. They sought unity,
purity, and nationalist mobilization, and wanted
unquestioned devotion to the community and
its leader. Many fascists played an active role
during the First World War and they adored
violence and sought to materialize the  nal
victory of their chosen race or nation over what
they saw as its inferior opponents.
Explaining the anatomy of fascism, Paxton
deconstructs the myth that fascist movements
seized power by force. It was liberals and
conservatives, frightened not by fascism, but
by the Left, who accepted fascists into their
coalition governments and gave them the
opportunity to govern. In Italy, despite the fact that the pan-Italian fascist march into
Rome turned into a  asco, the conservatives gave Mussolini the chance to enter into a
coalition government. What the Italian fascists had proved was that they could
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successfully crush the Left, as they did in North Italy for the sake of the local great
landowners and with the help of the local state apparatus. Similarly, other European
fascists tried to convince conservatives and businessmen that only they could handle
the communists and protect the social and economic order. German fascists were
successful in that task and came to power in the early 1930s with the help of German
conservatives and businessmen. In Romania where the Left was not an actual threat,
conservatives not only did not need fascists, but they crushed their three coups.
Residents of Fiume cheer the arrival of Gabriele d’Annunzio and his blackshirt-wearing nationalist raiders.
D’Annunzio and Fascist Alceste De Ambris developed the quasi-fascist Italian Regency of Carnaro, a city-state in
Fiume, from 1919 to 1920. D’Annunzio’s actions in Fiume inspired the Italian Fascist movement. Via Wikipedia.
German fascists created a structure parallel to the state apparatus, while the Italians
relied mostly on the existing bureaucracy. The problem that both faced was their radical
party members, who did not want the reestablishment of the old authoritarian regimes,
but a “permanent revolution” that would succeed in maintaining radicalization in the
fascist regimes. However, Mussolini never succeeded in gaining absolute control over
his party; he chose normalization, rather than radicalization. Hitler, on the other hand,
personally controlled his subordinates and promoted competition between them as to
who would prove the most radical. Fascist radicalization reached its ultimate stage in
Germany and the Holocaust is an example of what that radicalization meant. Nazi policy
on “inferiors” evolved from discrimination to expulsion and to extermination. Hitler’s
subordinates in eastern occupied territories competed with each other in implementing
the Final Solution and came up with even more extreme actions than the Nazi leadership
required, which led to a chaotic situation during the wartime. Ironically, although, war
was promoted as a mean to bene t the nation, it was war that destroyed the fascist
regimes.
Munich Marienplatz during the failed Beer Hall Putsch, 9 November 1923. Via Wikipedia.
Paxton offers a thorough guide to fascism. In addition to earlier fascism, he also
discusses the presence of fascism inside and outside of post-war and post-1989
Europe, and argues that in all democratic countries some citizens  irt with the idea of
denying established freedoms to fellow citizens and social groups. He also reviews the
various, but mostly short-lived, fascist or proto-fascist movements and parties in the
United States and what he considers the paradox of not having a fascist movement
against the Civil Right movements in the 1960s.
Paxton’s study is most crucial now in an era with major setbacks in freedoms, massive
xenophobia, and openly neo-fascist movements and parties gaining momentum and
entering the European parliaments and governments. As Paxton says: “[f]ascists are
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close to power when conservatives begin to borrow their techniques, appeal to their
‘mobilizing passions,’ and try to co-opt the fascist following.” That’s important to
remember.
Robert O. Paxton, The Anatomy of Fascism, (Alfred A. Knopf, 2004).
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